Player Name:
Position:
College:
Year:
Height/Weight:
Year
’17-‘18
Field Goal

.418

Tyus Battle #25
G
Syracuse
So.
6’6”/205 lbs
Points
19.8

Rebounds
2.9

Three Point Free Throw

.314

.829

Assists
1.9

Steals
1.6

Blocks
0.2

T.O.

2.4

Highlighted Game:
Duke 60 Syracuse 44
Tyus Battle: 12 points, 4 rebounds (0 off, 4 def), 2 assists, 2 turnovers, 2 steals,
0 blocks, 4-12 FGs, 2-8 3PTs, 2-2 FTs in 39 min
Report:
(+) impressive physical appearance and athleticism
(+) 2nd gear available offensively – seen in transition at the rim
(+) Quick lateral movement on defense
(0) poised and non-emotional, needs to communicate more on both ends
(-) little offensive movement (no off-ball cuts)
(-) poor offensive creator, tends to pass around the 3 pt line
(-) relies on a poor 3 point shot to carry his game, shoots on the way down
Summary:
Battle’s offensive arsenal is shallow and could use development. He spends
most of the time floating around the three-point line, with an occasional turn for a
straight line drive at the basket. His .418 FG% is discouraging, as he settled for
pull-up jumpers instead of using his frame to finish at the rim. In transition, he is
impressive due to his length and speed, but he did fail to convert at the bucked on
one occasion. He relies heavily on his three-point shot, which is in need of formcorrection. He knocked down a corner three and a three from the right wing, but
the six misses (some of which were open looks, others forced) show his reliance on
an average tool. Defensively, he showed quick lateral movement, and he faired
well in the zone. It was a poor shooting game for both teams, and the Syracuse
zone may have masked his ability to show matchup defense. If Tyus can learn to
use his speed and frame to generate more offense and get to the bucket, he will be
a much more attractive draft prospect. At this point, a refined three point shot and
improved communication could lead to his being a rotational 3-and-D prospect at
the next level.

